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350 Aotearoa

Nature of Business:
Registered charity

Charities Registration Number:
CC41367
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Board of Trustees:
Barry Coates - Interim Chairperson
Karen Swainson - Board Secretary
Sam Huggard
Roshni Mathew - Treasurer
Inangaro Vaakafi - Pacific Climate Warrior
Council of Elder
Naushyn Janah

Staff Team:
Alva Feldmeier - Executive Director
Krystle Harborne - Fundraising Specialist
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VISION & VALUES
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Vision
Our vision is for a safe climate and a better
future -  a just, prosperous, and equitable
world built with the power of engaged kaitiaki.

We believe in a future where tino
rangatiratanga is guaranteed to Māori, and our
relationship with Papatūānuku is restored so
that our natural environment thrives, and our
climate, air, rivers, moana oceania and land are
healthy. 

We believe in a future where around the world
we have strong relationships and connections
in our communities, and everyone feels safe
and included.

We believe in a future where our ways of living
and travelling happen sustainably and are
accessible to everyone. Our economic system
acknowledges our inherent interdependence
with one another, supports everyone to live a
comfortable life within the boundaries of a safe
climate and thriving ecosystems.

Together we can build a strategic, powerful
movement in Aotearoa that works to dismantle
the pillars of support for the fossil fuel industry
and deconstruct the structures of oppression
that enable it by empowering Indigenous and
frontline voices to lead and diversify our base.

Values
We believe in climate justice

We're stronger when we collaborate

Change will come from the grassroots and      
movement-building

We are bold, creative and strategic

We are transparent and accountable



I’m immensely proud of what 350 Aotearoa has achieved in the past year,
especially in the tumult of the Covid era.

In September 2020 we launched our campaign calling on ACC to stop investing
our public money in coal, oil, and gas companies. Hundreds of people signed our
online petition, laying the foundation for what has been our flagship campaign of
the year. We saw very quickly that we were having an impact, when the Minister
of Finance, Grant Robertson, included in his annual letter of expectation to ACC
the expectation that they will divest from fossil fuels. This was just 3 months
after launching our campaign.

It has been awesome to watch our local volunteer teams keep the pressure on
ACC using colourful, creative tactics (see the week of action here), our national
publicity campaign take over bus-stops, through to our questions in Parliament
to the Minister responsible for ACC, Carmel Sepuloni. We know that ACC is now
acting to divest, but we’re pressing to find out the timeframe on which this will
happen.

Another exciting campaign that we are leading is the Fossil Free State Sector
coalition, which is working to decarbonise the state sector - from our schools to
government offices. We received a grant from the Wellington Community Trust
to host the campaign, which has meant we’ve been able to bring on the
wonderful Alicia Hall to lead the work.

I want to take the opportunity to thank our marvellous staff, who do such a
fantastic job of keeping us moving. We’ve had Alva Feldmeier and Krystle
Harborne join the team in April. We sadly farewelled Siri Andersen in March. I
want to particularly acknowledge Erica Finnie, who has been our Executive
Director (and at times Co-director) for the past 3 years, and has announced she
is moving on at the end of August. Her history goes back to 2008, when she co-
founded 350 Aotearoa as a secondary school student. Her legacy at 350
Aotearoa is a profound reflection of her commitment to climate justice. Thank
you Erica, you will be greatly missed. We’re very fortunate that Alva Feldmeier
will be taking her place as our new Executive Director.

I also want to acknowledge the work of our wonderful board. This year we've
welcomed Naushyn Janah, Roshni Mathew and Inangaro Vakaafi, who all bring so
much talent and wisdom to our board. We farewelled Nurain Janah, and
Matheson Russell, two board members who gave a tremendous amount in their
time in December 2020. As for myself, after 11 years as chair of 350 Aotearoa, I
stepped down in July to make way for the amazing Naushyn Janah to take the
reins. You can read all about her at https://350.org.nz/about/#Team.

As I close my time at 350 Aotearoa, naturally I have been reflecting on the impact
we have made since we started out. I sat down recently with the Minister of
Climate Change, James Shaw, and we talked about the huge cultural change that
has happened over the last ten years in how climate change is perceived by the
public. Ten years ago climate change denial was rife and there was only the
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C H A I R  R E P O R T
We'd like to take this opportunity to farewell 350 Aotearoa
co-founder, Aaron Packard as Board Chairperson.
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 inkling of a climate movement. We were squarely at the stage of
needing to build a movement, and start to challenge the power of
the fossil fuel industry and its allies.

I’m really proud of the role 350 Aotearoa has played in helping to
nurture and grow the climate movement since 2008, to help it grow
forwards and sideways. I’m also really proud of how we built out our
campaigning capability to the extent that since we launched the
Fossil Free campaign in 2013, we have made 25 campaign-related
wins - from Universities announcing divestment to Kiwibank
announcing it would become Aotearoa’s first fossil free bank.
That’s a track record we can be really proud of.

Yet I find myself in 2021 looking at the increasingly devastating
climate-related events happening around the world and in
Aotearoa, and thinking we have so far to go. Thankfully I know that
350 Aotearoa has its best years ahead of it.

Thanks for all your support

Ngā mihi nui,

https://350.org.nz/about/#Team
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SUMMARIES
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A look back on the past year with Erica Finnie, 350 Aotearoa 
 Executive Director, Campaigner and Co-Director from 2017-2021
2021 has been a fantastic year for 350 Aotearoa. 

We’ve continued to hold some of the world’s biggest enablers of climate
destruction to account by targeting our local institutions to divest from
fossil fuels. Our ACC Go Fossil Free campaign has continued to be a core
focus of our work. Our volunteer campaigners across Aotearoa have
organised letter writing events, weeks of action at ACC branches, a
community billboard campaign to tell a clear story that our public funds
must be used for public good, and that ACC needs to divest its $47 billion
fund from the fossil fuel industry. 

We’ve had big changes in our staff team and grown from a team of two
Co-Directors in January to a larger team with more specialised staff.
Alva and Krystle joined our team in April as our Volunteer and
Mobilisation Manager, and our Fundraising Specialist. These roles have
enabled us to prioritise strengthening and growing our volunteer base
and its impact, and our fundraising revenue to build our financial
stability. 

In 2020 we lost some of the key energy behind our volunteer network, as
COVID-19 impacted our regular ways of working and taking action.
Rebuilding the strength and capacity of our volunteer groups has been a
core priority in 2021, and we’ve had some fantastic new energy in this
space. A highlight of this year was our national hui in Te Whanganui a
Tara in August, where we brought together 35 volunteers, board
members and staff to reflect, learn, and strategise into the future. This
was also a fantastic way to strengthen our relationships and connect
with others involved with 350 Aotearoa across the country.

Something else that stands out to me from 2021 is our growing maturity
as an organisation, and our willingness to learn from the past to guide us
into the future. We launched informally in 2008, and became a
registered charity in 2009. Over the past 12 years we’ve responded to
big shifts in the global climate movement and identified our key
contribution in Aotearoa as a climate justice organisation. 

We’re committed to leading people-powered, strategic campaigns that
take social, political and financial licence away from the fossil fuel
industry. We work collaboratively with others, and we recognise that
change comes from the grassroots up, and intersectional, diverse social
movements. In 2021 we’ve used the opportunity to refresh and renew
our purpose to ensure that we keep moving from strength to strength,
and look for new opportunities to build towards a more equitable,

sustainable future for all. For me, part of this process of refreshing
involved my decision to step away as Executive Director to make
room for someone new to steer us forward. I’m so delighted that Alva
Feldmeier has stepped into this position, and know that she will
continue to thrive in this new role.

I’m so grateful to everyone who is part of 350 Aotearoa. Our
community is made up of over 10,000 people who contribute in
different ways - whether it be by taking action online, joining events
and actions, being involved with a 350 group and contributing to our
campaign strategies, volunteering your time and skills, or donating
to support our work. There’s a role for everyone in our movement for
climate justice, and I want to thank each and every one of you for
your contributions.

Ngā mihi nui,
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A look forward with Alva,
current 350 Aotearoa
Executive Director

I feel incredibly lucky and honoured to have been appointed as the
new Executive Director of 350 Aotearoa and to step into the shoes
of Erica Finnie and many others that have carved the path for our
organisation to be in the great position it is in today. 

2021 has indeed been a big year for 350 Aotearoa. One of the things
our international colleagues at 350.org keep reminding us is, that
the divestment movement in New Zealand has set an example for
countries around the world. Sustainable financing and risky and
unethical practice of fossil fuel investments are no longer niche
topics of conversations held amongst investment bankers but
widely spoken about in our society. 

This is our biggest win for the climate movement yet that involved
hundreds and thousands of engaged kaitiaki. One of my favourite
parts of this job in the past year has been working with volunteers.
Whether in groups or individuals contributing their time, skills,
expertise and resources to our collective objectives. People-power
is priceless.  Working alongside so many talented and passionate
people makes me so hopeful for the future wins we will celebrate.

Since stepping into my new role in August, we've achieved great
things together. We launched petitions, organised a week of action
for Fossil Free Schools,  released a report exposing ACC's fossil fuel
investment, and closely followed and responded to the Conference
of Parties (COP26). An important part of my role has been to
facilitate the development of a bold new strategy for our grassroots
climate movement that is shaped by the great minds, visionaries,
and activists in our volunteer network, supporter base and Board. I
want to invite you to join me in reflecting on the current state of our
climate movement and have a look at the future direction of 350
Aotearoa that must address and live up to the challenges we face.

Refreshing and renewing our purpose is not been an easy task in
these unpredictable times. Covid has held back energy, climate
despair is growing,  and increased greenwashing which can be seen
as climate rhetoric is co-opted by the companies most responsible
for the climate crisis. But the light at the end of the tunnel is that
the energy remains — people are ready for new uprisings and
there’s an eagerness to go back to the streets and build an
equitable, just and safe climate future.

Going forward we bear in mind that majority public opinion has
shifted, people are turning to the question what the solutions are
we must advocate for to keep fossil fuels in the ground.  We feel a
strong calling to begin advocating for “solutions” — not just
decrying the things that got us here. 2022 will bring new campaigns
and new energy of our people-powered climate justice movement.

I want to thank you for your ongoing contributions and for
welcoming me into this role. I am excited to work alongside all of
you in the new year.

Mā te wā, 
Alva Feldmeier

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SUMMARIES
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3,115 Petition Signatures

18 Organised Actions

1,508 New Sign ups

221 New Volunteer Sign Ups
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C A M P A I G N  U P D A T E S :
A C C  G O  F O S S I L  F R E E

We wrapped up 2020 with a week of action at Accident
Compensation Corporation (ACC) branches across the
country, calling for ACC to divest its $210 million invested in
fossil fuels companies. We knew we will only win this
campaign if hundreds and thousands of engaged kaitiaki
collectively called on ACC to divest. In order to achieve this,
we needed to draw the links between ACC and our public
money, communicate why ACC has fossil fuel investments,
and only then could we start to grow public support to push
ACC over the edge to cut their ties with the fossil fuel
industry.   

Following our actions, Minister of Finance Hon Grant
Robertson directed ACC to accelerate its moves to divest
from fossil fuels. This was a huge step in the right direction
we did not see coming. Unfortunately, ACC kept quiet on this
direction from the government. 

We recognised our vital role to keep ACC’s investment in
fossil fuels in the spotlight and push for ACC to implement a
robust divestment policy in a transparent and timely manner,
now with the government's and the public's support. Our
groups across the motu developed strategies campaigned and
engaged with the public to remove ACC's public licence to
invest in fossil fuels.

 In early 2021 with a series of digital actions to put pressure on 
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ACC’s Board to prioritise divestment from fossil fuels. This
involved sending hundreds of tweets and letters to the ACC
Chairperson Dame Paula Rebstock. We crowd-funded 175 large
posters to put up in our communities in close proximity to ACC
branches, sending a clear message that ACC needs to divest from
fossil fuels to live up to its values. Volunteers in 3 major cities did
additional poster runs.

In July, our volunteer groups in Dunedin, Invercargill, Auckland and
Wellington organised a week of creative actions outside ACC
branches to add public pressure to our campaign. Again these
actions were met with silence at least in the public realm. An
internal ACC staff member told us that our actions were being
noticed and we should continue to keep the pressure on.

In October 2021, the Government released an enduring letter of
expectation that referenced a new investment framework for
Crown Financial Institutions (CFI's) to support the public funds
NetZero commitments. The letter did not specifically advise ACC
and other CFI's to divest. Fortunately, through the generous
support of our network, we were able to contract a researcher and
ramp up our campaign to produce a report that will expose ACC’s
fossil fuel investments and make a clear argument as to why ACC
needs to prioritise divestment when considering the new
Investment framework. This report was launched in early
December. ACC is expected to respond to the Letter of
Expectations by the end of this year. 



Every child in Aotearoa should be able to go to school
and breathe clean air, and every patient and
healthcare worker should be kept warm and well by
renewable-powered heating. 

This vision united us and brought together with Coal
Action Network Aotearoa, NZEI - Te Riu Roa, PPTA, Ora
Taiao, Parents4ClimateAotearoa, School Strike 4
Climate and others to form the Fossil Free State
Sector Coalition. Together we call on our Government
to fund a fast transition towards clean energy in our
schools, hospitals, prisons and across the full state
sector.

In March, leading up to Budget 21,  we called on Grant
Robertson to prioritise decarbonising the state sector
with an open letter, that over 1000 people signed, and
delivered it to his office.  

In response to our pressure, the government made an 

early announcement before Budget Day to announce
$67.4 million for the climate the bulk of which is for
the public sector to transition to cleaner fleets,
including $19.5 million towards the State Sector
Decarbonisation Fund. If this funding is used solely for
schools and follows the current rate of spending, it will
only support approximately 35 more schools to
transition from fossil fuels.

While the governments funding so far is deeply
inadequate to address the scale of our
decarbonisation challenge, our campaign has put
state sector decarbonisation on the government’s
radar. 

In response to our media story, Minister for Climate
Change James Shaw has responded saying “I'm pretty
confident that at the very least we will have funded
the replacements of all of those boilers in schools by
2025.”
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FOSSIL FREE STATE
SECTOR COALITION
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https://act.350.org/sign/grant-robertson-prioritise-decarbonisation/
http://stuff.co.nz/environment/climate-news/125121276/674m-in-budget-to-help-public-sector-cut-carbon-from-cars-and-boilers-but-what-about-flying
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FOSSIL FREE
SCHOOLS

The success of this campaign has come from working
as part of a coalition and harnessing the mauri of each
of  our communities uniting to call for change. 

One of our strengths in this campaign has been the
research to understand the scale of the problem. 
 Through dozens of Official Information Requests
(OIAs) from the Ministry of Education and data
analysis carried out by volunteers,  we found out that
400,000 students in Aotearoa attend a school burning
coal, oil or gas for heating. We also calculated that
only 8% of schools are currently funded to transition
away from fossil fuels.

Discovering that half of the fossil fuel boilers in the
state sector are in schools, we focused our energy to
demand a fast transition for our school communities.

We ramped up our collective power in August with a
petition calling for 100% Renewable Energy for all.  

Schools in Aotearoa. Students, teachers, parents and
350 volunteers were involved in creating action
toolkits that could be used to call on the government
to allocate sufficient funding in the Budget 22.

During the COP 26 (the United Nations Climate
Summit), the New Zealand government received a lot
of media coverage on reducing emissions by the
government. Our coalition used the opportunity to
organise a week of action, engage the public and
lobby the government to fund schools to transition
and therefore improve air quality and reduce national
emissions.  

Together we hosted 5 online and in-person events and
over 2,000 people engaged with our campaign. 

In November we wrote an open letter to Jacinda
Ardern to place an immediate ban on all new fossil fuel
boiler installations. 
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KIWISAVER
DIVESTMENT

From November 2019 – February 2020, as the
government reviewed the default KiwiSaver scheme,
350 Aotearoa mobilised 1,300 New Zealanders to write
letters to Hon Grant Robertson & Hon Kris Faafoi calling
on the government to put the urgency of the climate
crisis at the heart of their decision to change KiwiSaver
settings, and ensure that all default funds will (need to)
be fossil fuel free. 

In March 2020, the government announced that from
December 2021, all of the new default funds would be
required to be fossil free funds. This year, we celebrated
the announcement of the new default funds, and the
implementation of this from December 2021. The
change to the default fund settings will mean that the
381,000 New Zealanders enrolled in default funds will be
moving away from funds with investments in the fossil
fuel  industry, and into funds that have cut their ties with
companies involved with coal, oil, and gas production.

When the new default providers were announced in
May, it was great to see that KiwiSaver providers that

 hadn’t aligned to meet the new default fund standards
will no longer benefit from the large customer base that
comes with being default KiwiSaver providers. ANZ and
ASB banks continue to have the largest lending portfolio
to fossil fuel companies of all our banks in Aotearoa. The
banks’ failure to align with responsible investment
standards and divest from fossil fuel companies will
impact their ability to remain competitive. Our banks
and investment funds in Aotearoa need to embrace a
responsible investment approach and divest from the
industries causing harm in our society. 350 Aotearoa
remains the key campaign organisation in New Zealand
committed to holding the financial sector accountable
for its complicity in the climate crisis.

350 Aotearoa are also now a proud charity partner of
Pathfinder KiwiSaver funds. We believe that being the
key campaign organisation in fossil fuel divestment and
with Pathfinder being leaders in the space of KiwiSaver
ethical investing, that this partnership will help to set
the standard for other KiwiSaver providers and leads
the way in ethical and fossil free investing.
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Together with hundreds of global groups, we have secured divestment commitments totaling $14.56
trillion in managed assets from 1,313 institutions and nearly 60,000 individuals. In September of 2019,
we celebrated $11 trillion, representing a 32% increase in just over a year. 

 
Biggest-ever joint faith divestment announcement
 In May, a global coalition of 47 faith institutions from 14 nations announced that they would collectively
divest from fossil fuels. This was the largest-ever joint divestment announcement. This group includes
the Global Catholic Climate Movement, the World Council of Churches, Green Anglicans, Operation
Noah and Catholic, Protestant and Jewish institutions from 21 nations. In June, Pope Francis called on
Catholics and the private sector to “progressively and without delay” divest from fossil fuels, as part of
its first-ever operational guidance on ecology. We know that pressure from faith investors and others
further exposes the weaknesses of the fossil fuel industry, adding more pressure to transition away
from fossil fuels to renewable energy.

 

An update on actions, campaigns and wins from around the world

350 GLOBAL

2 0 2 1
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https://gofossilfree.org/divestment/commitments/
https://350.org/press-release/faith-institutions-call-for-a-just-recovery-by-divesting-from-fossil-fuels/


New York City banned all fossil fuel projects.
Mayor Bill de Blasio announced in February that the City would ban all projects within and serving the
city, the largest municipal ban of its type globally. 350 has been working to press New York City and
State to both divest from fossil fuels and halt all projects. 

Teck withdraws from largest-ever proposed open-pit mine.
In February, Teck Resources announced it would no longer pursue this proposed mine in Canada’s tar
sands region, a huge victory for Indigenous Climate Action, 350 Canada and many other partners. This
campaign propelled the Our Time campaign forward in calling for a Green New Deal for Canada. 

Halt to the proposed Guaíba open-pit coal mine in Brazil.
This mine encountered a new roadblock when the Federal Court suspended its environmental license, a
tremendous victory for the 4.5 million people living in the Porto Alegre area. This victory means that 166
million tons of coal and 4.5 gigatons of CO2 (an amount that would have been equal to 10% of global
annual emissions) will stay in the ground, no longer threatening artisanal fisherfolk, farmers and
Indigenous communities. People’s power won again as 350, along with partners, marched, gathered
petitions and public comment, and united to put an end to this coal Goliath.
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An update on actions, campaigns and wins from around the world

350 GLOBAL

https://350.org/nyc-bans-all-fossil-fuel-projects/
https://350.org/big-wins-to-keep-it-in-the-ground/
https://our-time.ca/?_ga=2.40500578.1133359025.1614616426-1124142690.1612550232
https://350.org/coal-goliath-has-lost-2/


350 Turkey
Strengthened by the success of the Lamu campaign, in association with partners, 350 Turkey launched
a Clean Air for Adana campaign, centered on the proposed Hunutlu coal-fired thermal power station for
the Iskenderun Bay, also financed by ICBC, as well as the China Development Bank and the Bank of
China. Our team conducted and published extensive research proving just how dangerous this project
would be for the health of already vulnerable communities, local farming and endangered sea turtles.
Turkey ranks second in the world and first in Europe in terms of planned coal projects. We will continue
to organize and campaign until Hunutlu goes the way of Lamu, and ICBC turns to renewable energy
investments over dirty coal. 

These are just a few of many achievements in stopping the funding for fossil fuels around the world and
you can of course read the 350.org's Annual Report  as well as read up to date information at 350.org 

 

An update on actions, campaigns and wins from around the world

350 GLOBAL
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https://adanayatemizhava.org/en/
https://350.org/2020_annual-report/
https://350.org/2020_annual-report/
https://350.org/
https://350.org/


G R O W I N G  &  O R G A N I S I N G
T H E  C L I M A T E  M O V E M E N T
C o v i d  h a s  h e l d  b a c k  e n e r g y  -  b u t  t h e  e n e r g y  h a s n ' t  g o n e  a w a y
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Even though Covid wrecked action plans and caused
movement’s across the world and Aotearoa to throw out tactics,
in large we notice that people still crave connection and
resistance.

Yes, there are fewer actions — but like a dam with water building
behind it, there’s growing energy to act. Periodically we are
seeing the dam break — mass protests or people reaching their
breaking points (like last years Black Lives Matter protests).
Before Covid, mass protests were growing more common (from
Chile to Yemen, France to Hong Kong and even in Aotearoa where
School Strike 4 Climate protestors were joined by a diverse
demographic). That energy is still around and we are preparing
for people who are ready to move back into the streets - when it
is safe to do so.

2021 has been a difficult year to grow and strengthen the climate
movement but we have done it regardless. Our Volunteer Hui in
August was an excellent opportunity to welcome new activists,
build campaigning skills and collectively share ideas for our new
organisational strategy. We were excited to welcome a number
of secondary students to our network and support rangatahi-led
climate action. Our commitment to supporting the rangathi in our
movement remains an important part of our work. 

Following the latest IPCC Report, we saw a huge spike in new
volunteer sign-ups - people are wanting to take action and the
number of new sign-ups (page 7) speaks for itself. Our volunteer
groups have spent many days and nights improving recruitment
systems, working on creating a more sustainable group culture,
addressing activist wellbeing and implementing practices to
support one another and take action in times of social distancing.

Our flax roots climate groups are not only growing in size but
we've also had increased volunteer support at a national level.
Around 20 Individuals have given their time to support
operations and campaigning and allowed us to maximise the
collective impact we have as a movement. 

Still, the energy remains — people are ready for new uprisings
and there’s an eagerness to go back to the streets.

 



FY2021 FINANCIALS

ASSETS LIABILITIES
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FY21 Revenue

FY21 Expenses

Total FY21 liabilities and Net Assets:                                                          $107,175.16
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We’d like to thank all of our valued supporters for standing up to
the fossil fuel industry to stop all new coal, oil, and gas projects in
New Zealand and build a fossil-free future for all. You can continue
to follow and support 350 Aotearoa through the following available
platforms:

THANK YOU

Facebook
 

Instagram
 

Twitter
 

Donate
 

Volunteer
 

Bequests
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Contact Us:

350@350.org.nz

www.350.org.nz
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https://www.facebook.com/350aotearoa
https://www.instagram.com/350aotearoa/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/350nz?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://act.350.org/donate/build_nz/?_ga=2.215506647.1359719298.1626827234-579417100.1617672456
https://350.org.nz/get-involved/
https://350.org.nz/bequests/?_ga=2.246094148.1359719298.1626827234-579417100.1617672456

